Flexible and conductive silver-nanowire photopolymer composites are fabricated and studied under mechanical strain. The initial resistances of the unstretched flexible composites are between 0.27 Ω mm⁻¹ and 1.2 Ω mm⁻¹ for silver-nanowire concentrations between 120 µg cm⁻² and 40 µg cm⁻². Stretching of the samples leads to an increased resistance by a factor of between 72 for 120 µg cm⁻² and 343 for 40 µg cm⁻² at elongations of 23%. In order to correlate network morphology and electrical properties, micrographs are recorded during stretching. The Fiber Image Network Evaluation (FINE) algorithm determines morphological silver-nanowire network properties under stretching. For unstretched and stretched samples, an isotropic nanowire network is found with only small changes in fiber orientation. Monte-Carlo simulations on 2D percolation networks of 1D conductive wires and the corresponding network resistance due to tunneling of electrons at nanowire junctions confirm that the elastic polymer matrix under strain exhibits forces in agreement with Hooke’s law. By variation of a critical force distribution the resistance curves are accurately reproduced. This results in a model that is dominated by quantum-mechanical tunneling at nanowire junctions explaining the electrical behavior and the sensitivity of nanowire-composites with different filler concentrations under mechanical strain.

Introduction

Flexible polymer composites have caught the attention of materials science and industry due to their enormous versatility for applications in e.g. medicine, electronics, and functional printing.¹⁻³ Conductive films are of great interest because of their various electronic and optical applications in solar cells and OLEDs.⁴⁻⁶ Silver-nanowire polymer composites are a promising alternative to indium tin oxide. They offer a scalable process for large scale, flexible, conductive materials, as used in integrated photovoltaics, touch screens, and flexible electronics.⁷⁻¹¹ Furthermore, the embedding of metal nanoparticles in a printable polymer matrix enables a fabrication process with a high design flexibility and allows rapid prototyping. Additive manufacturing of components has developed over the last 25 years to be an important and innovative part of the industrial process.¹²⁻¹⁴ As a matrix material, photopolymers have tunable viscosities, are curable by illumination with UV-light, and are well suited to create three dimensional structures via layer by layer additive manufacturing. For example, a flexible silver-nanowire composite capacitor was built and demonstrated recently.¹⁵ Due to the fact, that the matrix material of the composite is exchangeable and tunable in e.g. color, optical, and mechanical properties, the composites can easily be tailored to their respective application.¹⁵ Bending and stretching of silver nanowire composite electrodes have been investigated from many different perspectives.¹⁶⁻²² Flexible electrodes as used in foldable touch displays are some of the most demanding applications of these materials.

We have investigated flexible electrodes, which are based on silver nanowires embedded in a flexible and photocurable polymer matrix. In order to test their deformation and durability, we performed mechanical strain tests, in situ conductivity, and light microscopy measurements. The conductivity measurements monitor the functionality of the films. By light microscopy, the nanowire network morphology was observed.
In order to obtain quantitative information on the network structure change upon stretching, the Fiber Image Network Evaluation (FINE) algorithm was employed. Based on the micrographs, the FINE algorithm determines the number of fiber families, their amplitudes, mean orientation and dispersion, based on the cumulative angular orientation distribution. Monte-Carlo simulations on the nanowire networks and the corresponding network resistance confirm that the elastic polymer matrix under strain exhibits forces acting on the nanowire junctions in agreement with Hooke’s law. The experimental data were reproduced by variation of a critical force distribution leading to a model explaining the electrical behavior of nanowire-composites with different concentrations under mechanical strain.

**Experimental part**

**Sample preparation**

Ag NWs were synthesized as described in ref. 15. After the synthesis, the Ag-NW suspension was washed successively twice with isopropanol, twice with acetone and twice with isopropanol. After each washing step, the suspension was centrifuged at 2000 rpm for 10 min. The supernatant was removed and replaced with fresh solvent. No further post-processing or welding was carried out to ensure a flexible nanowire network. The resulting Ag-NW isopropanol suspension was drop-casted on a solvent-cleaned glass substrate using a 3 cm² template. The dried Ag-NW networks were coated with the liquid polymer resin Flexible (Formlabs, USA) by using a doctor blade, which was moved over the sample in a defined distance to the glass substrate. The polymer layer with a thickness of around 150 µm was cross-linked with a laser driven UV light source EQ-99X (Energetiq, USA) for 100 s. Remaining resin was removed after the curing process with isopropanol and acetone. Finally, the samples were removed from the substrate.

**Characterization and stretching**

For scanning electron microscopy measurements, a commercial field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM Zeiss, Germany) was used. For conductivity measurements a DC voltage/current source GS200 (Yokogawa, Japan) and the 34401A 6 ¹⁄₂ Digit Multimeter (Keysight, USA) were used. For conductivity measurements a DC voltage/current source GS200 (Yokogawa, Japan) and the 34401A 6 ¹⁄₂ Digit Multimeter (Keysight, USA) were used. A constant current of 0.6 mA was applied to the nanowire composite samples and the voltage drop across the sample in stretching direction was measured. This measurement mode allows the measurement of line- and sheet resistances without the influence of the contact resistance. The resistance measurements were carried out after each stretching step (3.3% relative elongation). The time between each stretching step was 10 min. Light microscopy was carried out using a custom-made microscope with a magnification of 50× consisting of the infinity corrected 50× objective Plan Apo NA = 0.55 (Mitutoyo, Japan) in combination with the MT-40 accessory tube lens (Mitutoyo, Japan), a color industrial camera DFK 37AUX264 (The Imaging Source, Germany), and a LED lamp QTH10/M (Thorlabs, USA). The stretching-setup consists of an aluminum base plate on which two single-axis translation stages PT1/M (Thorlabs, USA) are mounted. Both have a travel range of 25 mm with a translation of 0.5 mm per revolution. Each stage is driven by a stepping motor 0.9-NEMA 17 (Nanotec, Germany). The stepping motors are controlled by a closed-loop-stepping motor-controller SMCI33-2 (Nanotec, Germany) with an encoder controlled guaranteed resolution of 2 µm.

**Results and discussion**

Fig. 1(a) shows the experiment. Flexible silver-nanowire (Ag-NW) composite films were clamped in a stretching setup, which is based on two linear translation stages motorized with two stepper motors. Two isolating polyether ether ketone (PEEK) base plates were mounted on top of the linear translation stages. The composite samples, behaving like thin rubber like foils, are placed on the PEEK plates and clamped on each site with a small polyimide plate, which contains two gold electrodes. By doing so, the electrical conductivity of the samples can be measured in a four-point geometry.

The samples consist of Ag-NW networks, which were embedded in a flexible photopolymer matrix as described in the Experimental section. The samples have a size of 12 mm × 12 mm and a total thickness of 150 µm. The embedded nanowires extend up to 1 µm into the polymer matrix, resulting in a conductive composite layer at the top site of the sample, which is shown in Fig. 1(b). In Fig. 1(c) a SEM image of Ag NWs drop-casted on a bare silicon wafer is shown. One can see how the nanowire networks are formed and how the thinner wires are flexibly above and below other wires. Nanoparticles (spheres, triangles and plates) arise as marginal side products during the synthesis. The Ag NWs were synthesized by a polyl route and have a pentagonal cross section as discussed in detail in ref. 15. The Ag-NW networks are produced by drop-casting of a Ag-NW suspension on a clean and smooth substrate like silicon or glass. Homogeneous networks of randomly orientated nanowires are formed, which show high conductivities even at small amounts of silver. This is a consequence of a percolative process, which is determined by the high aspect ratio of the used wires. Compared to composites of spherical fillers, anisotropic sticklike fillers reach the percolation threshold at a lower amount of the filler material, decreasing with increasing aspect ratio (length/diameter). Furthermore, by using one-dimensional (1D) structures, conductive pathways with a minimum number of terminations can be obtained, which minimizes the influence of the tunneling resistance on the total resistance of the system. Therefore, 1D nano-structures with high aspect ratio are highly desirable for the formation of conductive 2D films. In addition, the small amount of necessary conductive filler material facilitates the fabrication of transparent and conductive composites. In order to fabricate the composites, the drop-casted networks were coated with a photocurable resin. After curing the
polymer layer with UV-light, the composite film can be detached from the substrate and subsequently investigated in our stretching setup. Fig. 1(d) shows three micrographs of a Ag-NW composite film during stretching at different elongations. The stretching direction is horizontal and the width of the images corresponds to the relative lengthening of the film during stretching.

In Fig. 2(a) the line resistance of three samples with nanowire concentrations of 40 µg cm$^{-2}$, 80 µg cm$^{-2}$, and 120 µg cm$^{-2}$ are shown. The line resistance was measured along the stretching direction and the measured values were divided by the length of the sample, respectively. The initial resistances of the unstretched flexible composites are $(0.269 \pm 0.002)$ Ω mm$^{-1}$ for the 120 µg cm$^{-2}$ sample, $(0.387 \pm 0.001)$ Ω mm$^{-1}$ for the 80 µg cm$^{-2}$ sample, and $(1.193 \pm 0.002)$ Ω mm$^{-1}$ for the 40 µg cm$^{-2}$ sample. The samples were stretched stepwise. Each stretching step corresponds to a relative elongation of 3.3%. One can observe an increase in line resistance for samples with lower Ag-NW concentrations. The increase in resistance during stretching follows a sigmoidal shape with a higher relative increase for lower nanowire concentrations. All curves are saturated after 20% stretching. Since optical measurements require flat sample surfaces, pre-stretching of the samples by 3.3% elongation was necessary. In the following, we, therefore, analyze all our data normalized to the pre-stretched value at 3.3% elongation. The line resistance upon stretching for the
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**Fig. 1** (a) Representation of the experimental setup. The sample is fixed and contacted with two circuit boards and stretched by two motorized linear translation stages. A custom-made light microscope is installed above the sample. The inset shows the clamped sample in stretching mode. Of the 12 mm × 12 mm samples, an area of 3 mm × 12 mm is stretched. (b) Sketch of Ag NWs, which are embedded in the polymer matrix. (c) SEM image of drop-casted Ag NWs on a silicon wafer without polymer matrix. (d)–(f) Excerpts from light microscopy images of a Ag-NW composite with a Ag-NW concentration of 120 µg cm$^{-2}$ for 3 exemplary stretching steps at 3%, 13%, and 23% elongation, respectively. The elongation is given in relative units (distance of the translation stages after stretching divided by initial distance). The stretching direction is depicted as white arrows.
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**Fig. 2** (a) Line resistance in stretching direction as function of elongation of three samples with a Ag-NW concentration of 40 µg cm$^{-2}$ (red), 80 µg cm$^{-2}$ (blue) and 120 µg cm$^{-2}$ (green). The resistance measurements were carried out after each stretching step (3.3% relative elongation). The dashed line is a sigmoidal guide to the eye. (b) Same experimental data shown in (a) normalized to the value of the pre-stretched sample at 3.3% elongation. (c) Orientation index of the same samples shown in (a). The data was normalized to the value of the pre-stretched sample at 3.3% stretching.
samples shown in Fig. 2(a) normalized to the resistance value at 3.3% are shown in Fig. 2(b). For the 120 µg cm$^{-2}$ sample, an increase by a factor of 72 after stretching by 23% elongation in relation to the value of the pre-stretched sample at 3.3% elongation was observed. A sample with a Ag-NW concentration of 80 µg cm$^{-2}$ shows an increase by a factor of 262 and the resistance of the 40 µg cm$^{-2}$ sample was increased by a factor of 343.

For each stretching step, a light microscopy image was recorded as shown in Fig. 1(d)–(f). These images were analyzed using an algorithm that determines the number of fiber families, their amplitudes, mean orientation and dispersion, based on the cumulative angular orientation distribution, the FINE algorithm. The analysis clearly shows that the nanowire networks consist of one isotropic fiber family (see ESI† for details). Upon stretching, changes in the overall network morphology are observed by the orientation index as shown in Fig. 2(c). The orientation index represents the degree of fiber orientation in the angular distribution function. A completely isotropic distribution leads to a vanishing orientation index, while a full alignment of the fibers yields an orientation index of one.

Samples with high concentrations (80 µg cm$^{-2}$ and 120 µg cm$^{-2}$) show no remarkable changes in orientation, whereas for the 40 µg cm$^{-2}$ sample a change in orientation index by a factor of 4.5 was observed. However, no emerging anisotropic fiber family could be found by the FINE algorithm (see ESI†). The lower the concentration, the greater the impact of individual changes and alignments within the network. Overall, the orientation indices for all samples and all stretching conditions are small (≤0.1) and in the isotropic region. From these results, it becomes clear that changes in network morphology and mean fiber orientation are not the primary effect leading to the observed drastic resistance changes of several orders of magnitude depending on the Ag-NW concentration.

When considering a percolation of randomly orientated 1D wires, the position of the wires, their length, number and orientation, as well as their length distribution are critical parameters. The behavior of a percolation network during stretching conditions can be calculated by a Monte-Carlo simulation on the resistor network formed by overlapping wires in a 2D network. In Fig. 3(a), a sample (350 µm × 350 µm) with a typical length distribution corresponding to the synthesized nanowires and a concentration of 10 µg cm$^{-2}$ is shown. The orientation of the wires was chosen randomly between $-90^\circ \leq \theta_i \leq 90^\circ$, which results in an isotropic sample. Intersections of the wires were found by using two criteria: if the distance between the centers of two wires $i$ and $j$ is larger than the sum of half the length of wire $i$ and wire $j$ (eqn (1)), an intersection can be excluded. If eqn (1) is fulfilled, the distances $A_i$ and $A_j$ were calculated (see eqn (2) and Fig. 3(b)). If $A_i \leq L_i/2$ and $A_j \leq L_j/2$, an intersection is found.

$$d_i = |x_i - x_j|^2 + |y_i - y_j|^2$$
$$d_j < L_i/2 + L_j/2$$

Due to the fact, that the Ag NW itself is an excellent conductor, the tunneling junctions between the wires determine the total resistance of the network. A sample consisting of $N$ wires (see Fig. 3(c)) can be considered as a resistor network with $N$ nodes and the quantum-mechanical tunneling resistance $r_{ij}$ of the resistor connecting nodes $i$ and $j$ (see Fig. 3(d)).

$$L_{ij} = \begin{pmatrix} c_{11} & -c_{12} & \cdots & -c_{1N} \\ -c_{21} & c_{22} & \cdots & -c_{2N} \\ \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ -c_{N1} & -c_{N2} & \cdots & c_{NN} \end{pmatrix}$$

where $L$ is the Laplace matrix as given in eqn (4).

$$R_{ij} = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left| \psi_{ix} - \psi_{ij} \right|^2$$
between the filler particles in the stretching direction become larger, based on the assumption that the particles follow the matrix. This aspect was simulated by changing the positions of the wires according to the respective elongation. Thus, an increase in resistance by a factor of between 2 and 2.5 was reproducibly observed at an elongation of 23%, see Fig. 3(f). Simulated resistance as a function of nanowire concentration. Each datapoint is the average of 16 simulated samples with a size of 200 µm × 200 µm. (f) Resistance change during simulated stretching conditions based on morphological changes, for elongations between 0 and 23% and a nanowire concentration of 20 µg cm⁻². The wire positions were changed according to the changed sample dimensions during stretching. For the red curve, an alignment of the wires was considered. (g) Simulation of the experimental data (circular points in cyan to dark blue) together with the experimental data (yellow squares and red triangles). The curves were normalized to the resistance of the pre-stretched sample at 3.3% elongation. The simulation parameters for the critical force distribution are \( k_j(A) = 200 \text{ N nm}^{-1}, k_j(B) = 300 \text{ N nm}^{-1}, k_j(C) = 700 \text{ N nm}^{-1}, k_j(D) = 50 000 \text{ N nm}^{-1} \), and \( p_A = 75\%, p_B = 14\%, p_C = 4\%, \) and \( p_D = 7\% \). The simulated effective concentrations are 18 µg cm⁻², 20 µg cm⁻², 22 µg cm⁻² and 30 µg cm⁻². The blue arrow depicts the direction of increasing concentration. (h) Number of tunneling junctions and amount of detached wires (wires without undamaged junctions to other wires) for the simulations shown in (g). The curves were fitted by \( y = y_0 + B \exp(-\alpha x) \) (disconnected wires).

isotropic fiber families co-exist with equal amplitudes. The red curve in Fig. 3(f) represents a sample for which the stretching conditions were simulated by the described changes in terms of position and alignment. We can conclude, that an alignment of the wires in stretching direction does not lead to the drastic resistance changes observed in the experiment. Furthermore, the findings obtained from the microscopy images clearly show, that the simulated alignments are much higher than the observed alignments in the experiment.

The force \( F \) used to stretch an elastic polymer matrix can be described by Hooke’s law \( F = k \Delta x \), where \( k \) is a constant factor characteristic for the elastic polymer matrix and \( \Delta x \) is the elongation. This force acts on the nanowire tunneling junctions yielding a strong dependence of the resistance on the quantum-mechanical tunneling matrix element. In order to explain the drastic increase in resistance during stretching observed in the experiments, a critical force at which the individual junctions break and disconnect was introduced implying that the tunneling matrix element becomes infinitesimal small. Considering two wires with the \( x \)-positions (\( x \) is stretching direction) \( x_i^0 \) and \( x_j^0 \) before stretching and the positions
after stretching \( x_1^2 \) and \( x_2^2 \), the acting force \( F \) is proportional to the relative movement of the wires, or rather the distance change \( F \propto \Delta x_{ij} = |x_1^2 - x_1^1| - |x_2^2 - x_2^1| \). The proportionality constant is the force constant \( k_{ij} \). The critical force for each nanowire tunneling junction should depend on the embedding polymer matrix of the two intersecting nanowires. The top nanowires at the surface of the sample are not completely covered with polymer resulting in a weaker connection to the matrix and the wires embedded in it. The simulated results together with the experimental data for different concentrations are shown in Fig. 3(g). For the simulation shown in Fig. 3(g), a force constant \( k_{ij} \) normalized to a critical distance \( \Delta x = 1 \text{ nm} \) from four junction classes A, B, C, and D with the frequencies \( p_{A}, p_{B}, p_{C}, \) and \( p_{D} \) was assigned to each wire-wire junction. They represent the critical forces required to break the respective tunneling junction. The qualitative behavior of the experimental data such as the increase in resistance and the shape of the curves was successfully simulated with \( k_{ij}(A) = 200 \text{ N nm}^{-1}, k_{ij}(B) = 300 \text{ N nm}^{-1}, k_{ij}(C) = 700 \text{ N nm}^{-1}, k_{ij}(D) = 50000 \text{ N nm}^{-1}, \) and \( p_{A} = 75\%, p_{B} = 14\%, p_{C} = 4\%, \) and \( p_{D} = 7\% \) (see Fig. 3(g)). We can not only describe the shape of the resistance curves upon stretching but also its change upon concentration and stretching. The simulated networks consist of a total number of wires between 4400 wires for the lowest concentration and 7350 wires for the highest concentration, resulting in an effective concentration between 18 \( \mu \text{g cm}^{-2} \) and 30 \( \mu \text{g cm}^{-2} \) and a number of tunneling junctions of the wires between 21700 and 60500. The number of effectively functional tunneling junctions as well as the normalized number of completely disconnected wires with vanishing tunneling probability (wires that no longer have undamaged connections to other wires) for the simulations in Fig. 3(g) are shown in Fig. 3(h). The number of tunneling junctions was fitted by \( y = y_0 + Ax^{-1.3} \) with the same decay constant of \(-1.3\) for all nanowire concentrations. The variable \( x \) is the elongation. The lower the nanowire concentration, the lower is the number of junctions in the network resulting in a respective change in offset \( y_0 \) and amplitude \( A \). The number of detached wires was fitted by \( y = y_0 + B \exp(-ax), \) where \( y_0 \) is a constant background of 0.5 and \( x \) is the elongation. The amplitude \( B \) changes gradually from \(-0.6\) for the lowest concentration to \(-0.55\) for the highest concentration. The decay constant \( a \) is also changing from 0.055 for the lowest concentration to 0.025 for the highest concentration.

These results demonstrate and explain the strong concentration dependence and sensitivity of the investigated nanocomposite material under stretching conditions. The decrease of the number of tunneling junctions in the network results in an enhanced sensitivity towards mechanical strain. Even small changes in the number of connections at high elongations lead to large changes in resistance. The observed saturation in the resistance curves can be explained by the existence of a class of tunneling junctions with an infinitely high critical force constant (class D), representing wire-wire connections, which are well embedded in the polymer matrix and highly durable. The lower the concentration, the lower is the number of tunneling junctions of an individual wire to other wires, which is a measure for the connectivity of the network. By looking at the relative number of wires without undamaged junctions to the nanowire network after 23% stretching, we found a linear decrease of this number with increasing concentration. This linear decrease in connectivity leads to drastic changes in the resistivity as shown in Fig. 3(g) and (e).

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, we have shown that the electrical behavior of Ag-NW networks in flexible polymer composites can be controlled by the Ag-NW concentration and lead to resistance changes of up to three orders of magnitude upon stretching. The samples were investigated by an integrated light microscopy setup that allows to image the Ag-NW composite during stretching. The micrographs were analyzed in terms of changes in network morphology and fiber orientation. Furthermore, we were able to model the composite conductance as a function of concentration and stretching by a Monte-Carlo simulation that considers a resistor network consisting of the resistances resulting from the tunneling junctions between the wires. Moreover, we model and quantitively reproduce the experimentally observed resistance changes upon stretching by means of the interaction between the nanowire network and the polymer matrix. For this, Hooke’s Law and a critical force distribution of the nanowire junctions within the composite were derived.
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